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AURORA, PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

The triumph of Light and the defeat of evil

The silent triumph of the Plan of the Most High is approaching, and it is imperceptible to the world
of illusion; but there exist essences that feel, in the depth of themselves, this moment.

It is the triumph of Light and the defeat of evil.

When the scene of events is stablished in nations and peoples, when revolutions and conflicts are
installed, those will be the signals of the triumph of Light and of the defeat of evil.

The culminating hour is approaching and the Mother of the World places all Her children under Her
invisible mantle of stars. She arrives to the most impenetrable places of the consciousness, since
those will be the signals of the triumph of Light and of the defeat of evil.

Nothing and no one will be left behind. The veils of illusion will fall and the spiritual blindness of
humanity will be healed; because the angels of eternal service will wash the eyes of human beings
with the water of the Divine Fountain, and those will be the signals of the triumph of Light and of
the defeat of evil.

After so many intense spiritual battles, the soldiers of good will be strengthened, and even though
the great and last beast comes out of the abyss to the surface, those will be the signals of the triumph
of Light and of the defeat of evil.

Meanwhile, the Universal Mother gestates in Her sacred Womb the New Humanity, the new planet
which will be free from its millenary debts and that can be prepared to truly live the Plan of God.
Those will be signals of the triumph of Light and of the defeat of evil.

You will then see the great Archangel of the Celestial Militia descend from the Superior Universes
and, at the sound of the seventh trumpet, the end of time will come, not only for the enemy, but also
for all the Universe that will learn about redemption.

The strength of the breath of the Sacred Spirit will open the doors so that everything is revealed; the
most hidden mysteries will be unveiled, and the human race will become aware of the time it lost in
order to be able to unite to God.

Those who have responded to the call without understanding will be happy, because an
impenetrable protection will be in them; those who were distracted with the world will cry because
it will be too late and even through the Divine Spirit has called them, they will recognize too late
what the Universe many times wanted to dictate to their hearts.

But the most difficult time will cease because the New Light will penetrate the planet with all its
Rays and, from nothing, all darkness will dissolve in any state of consciousness. This New Light
will be the New Face of the Master among the Masters, it will be the Sacred Sun that will bring with
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It the thousand years of Peace and, then, the Earth will be populated by beings of kindness and love.

Those who have not incarnated these principles in themselves will no longer be on the planet; they
will have, in the next world, their dwellings prepared for them to learn again to be beings of good,
beings of Light. And the Earth will live its maximum joy when the Solar Son, together with the
Resplendent Ones, bless the beginning of the New Earth.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


